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It's 8:00 p.m. and only one light is burning at Mr. Gray, MBA, the 55-year-old CEO, is
awakened by the phone. He lifts his head from the desk to answer and hears his wife
asking when he's coming home. Feeling as if he weighs a ton, his muscles burning, Mr.
Gray wheels himself to the car and, with barely enough strength to pull his chair in
behind him, drives home. He greets his kids, rolls into the bedroom, and throws himself
on the bed. It's the third night this week he has gone to bed without dinner and slept in his
clothes.
The alarm rings at 5 a.m. A clean suit and a cup of coffee later, Mr. Gray is on the road
again. Driving to work, he thinks he hears the same faint "sizzling" sound he hears every
morning--a sound like electricity arcing between two frayed wires. But on this and every
other morning, he ignores the sizzling, ignores his increasing fatigue and muscle
weakness and pain. He has a corporation to run. There's no time to "give in" to his body.
But he has to wonder: "What is that sizzling sound?"
Well, Mr. Gray, that metaphoric sizzling is the sound of your nerves burning out. Nearly
80 percent of America's 1.63 million polio survivors hear the same sound as they, too,

experience Post-Polio Sequelae (PPS). PPS are the unexpected and often disabling
symptoms--new fatigue, muscle weakness, joint pain, cold intolerance--that occur about
40 years after the original bout with polio. Unfortunately, most survivors of the polio
epidemics that terrorized America during the middle of this century are just like Mr. Gray:
hard working, time-conscious, perfectionistic super-achievers who, as a way of life, push
themselves beyond their physical limits. Like him, they ignore the sizzling sound, refuse
to give up control, refuse to "give in" to new fatigue and weakness and pain even though
their bodies are begging them to stop.
Post-Polio Past
Why won't polio survivors listen to their bodies and slow down? When you understand
what it was like to have had polio, you can appreciate why they feel that "giving in" to
PPS is the same as giving up their lives. "During the epidemics," says researcher Nancy
Frick, a polio survivor herself, "polio was America's summer terror. The adorable March
of Dimes poster children--clad in metal braces, leaning on their crutches--were
everywhere saying, 'Give money to find the polio vaccine. Don't let your child become
crippled like me.'"
When the polio vaccine arrived in 1954, the poster kids were needed no more. Their
braces, crutches and wheelchairs were evidence of a horror that Americans wanted to
forget. "So polio was eagerly forgotten by everyone," Frick says, "including those
disabled by it. To be accepted back into society, polio survivors had to look 'normal' again.
And since buildings were totally inaccessible, even paraplegic polio survivors had to be
able to walk if they wanted to go to school or get a job."
Polio survivors were ripped away from their families for months or years and admitted to
rehabilitation hospitals where they underwent multiple surgeries and draconian physical
therapy. Many were verbally abused, slapped or even beaten with rubber truncheons by
therapists or family members to "motivate" them to walk. "Is it any wonder that polio
survivors discarded their braces and crutches when they came home from the hospital,"
asks Frick. "They were eager to do anything to look 'normal' and stop the abuse."
Unfortunately, polio survivors went beyond mere normalcy. Two surveys show that,
regardless of the severity of their paralysis, more polio survivors marry and go to college
than nondisabled Americans. They work more hours of overtime and take fewer sick days.
They became the leaders of their communities and the chief executives of the world's
largest corporations. That's why their nerves have started to sizzle.
Post-Polio Present
PPS are not caused by the return of the poliovirus that's been hiding in the body for
decades. Nor are they the result of some new disease. The simplest explanation is that
polio-damaged neurons are mad as hell and are not going to take it anymore.
When polio struck, large numbers of neurons in the brain stem were damaged by the
poliovirus. For those who had paralysis, the poliovirus damaged 90 percent of the
neurons in the spinalcord that run the muscles; nearly half of those neurons died. The
surviving but damaged neurons are less able to manufacture acetylcholine, the chemical
that neurons release to make muscles contract. Yet the damaged neurons sent out

sprouts--like extra telephone wires--to turn on muscle fibers orphaned when their motor
neurons were killed by the poliovirus. This sprouting allowed many people who were
totally paralyzed during the initial polio attack to actually walk out of the hospital some
months later.
But since these polio-damaged and over-sprouted motor neurons have been doing double
and triple duty for 40 years, even polio survivors with minimal loss of function have been
heading for a fall. "Sprouted motor neurons can no longer make muscles contract as
forcefully as they once did, or for as long as they once could, because their damaged
internal chemical factory is failing after years of overworking," says Kessler Institute for
Rehabilitation physiatrist Jerald Zimmerman. "Muscles become weaker and hurt as they
try to do more work than they are able to do. And because weakened muscles can no
longer support the joints, polio survivors' shoulders and elbows ache and their knees start
to bend backward." Standing, walking, lifting, pushing a wheelchair--sometimes
swallowing and breathing, especially in those who had respiratory polio--become more
difficult and more painful.
While new muscle weakness and pain are reported by more than 75 percent of polio
survivors, the most common PPS symptom is fatigue. Fully 91 percent of polio survivors
report two kinds: "body fatigue" and "brain fatigue ." Body fatigue is the feeling that you
weigh a ton and that the longer you use your muscles, the more they lose strength.
"Because of new muscle weakness, many polio survivors expend as much energy just
getting up and dressed and out to work in the morning as does a marathon runner," says
Lauro Halstead, Post-Polio Program director at Washington's National Rehabilitation
Hospital. "Why wouldn't they feel fatigued?"
Brain fatigue is the feeling that you can't focus your attention, can't concentrate on what
you're reading and can't stay awake as the day goes on. Researchers at Kessler Institute
have recently found that polio survivors with brain fatigue do in fact have significantly
impaired attention and are not able to release the brain-stimulating hormone ACTH in
response to stress. MRI scans of fatigued polio survivors have found damage in the brain
areas that control wakefulness and attention, the same areas that were damaged by the
original poliovirus infection.
Post-Polio Future
With the coming of PPS, the future might sound bleak for polio survivors. Both the
March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation and the U.S. Congress have refused to set
aside funds for PPS research. "In spite of this, much has been learned about the cause and
treatment of PPS," says Paul Peach, medical director of Georgia's Roosevelt Warm
Springs Institute for Rehabilitation. "The future is much more optimistic than had been
expected." Two recent studies have identified drugs that may decrease PPS fatigue. Neil
Cashman of the Montreal Neurological Institute found that Mestinon, a drug that prevents
the breakdown of acetylcholine in the muscle, may reduce body fatigue in some polio
survivors. A just-completed study from Kessler Institute found that Parlodel, an
anti-Parkinson's disease drug, helped to increase attention and wakefulness and reduce
post-polio brain fatigue.
But Peach warns that using drugs to treat PPS may be dangerous. "Weakness and fatigue
are the body's way of telling polio survivors to rest," he says, "like a fuse that blows when

their nerves are overworked." Peach worries that using these drugs will be like putting a
penny in the fusebox , allowing polio survivors to do even more harm to polio-damaged
neurons.
But, neither Mestinon nor Parlodel is effective if polio survivors don't follow The Golden
Rule for the treatment of PPS: "If what you do causes pain, fatigue or weakness, don't
do it!"
The Golden Rule does not mean that polio survivors should sit home and be come couch
potatoes. The Golden Rule does mean that polio survivors should stop exhausting
themselves, especially with regard to exercise. Many survivors are prescribed--or actually
ask for--the kind of physical therapy they had right after polio: exercising to the point of
exhaustion. But several studies show that pumping iron will not increase the strength of
muscles that are becoming weaker, and can actually cause an irreversible loss of strength.
No free weights, exercise bikes, tread mills, NordicTracs or Thighmasters for polio
survivors. "Feeling the burn" means nerves are burning out.
Stretching, however, helps decrease pain and increase range of motion. And gentle,
non-fatiguing exercise can be useful for some survivors to help maintain muscle strength
and tone, especially after getting a new brace.
Many studies show that changing survivors' physically and emotionally stressful lifestyle
is the best way to reduce weakness, fatigue and pain. On[e study] by James Agree at the
University of Wisconsin shows that polio survivors who pace activity--that is work and
then rest for an equal amount of time--can do 240 percent more work than if they push
straight through the task. Another study shows that survivors use three times less energy
in walking if they use a short brace on a weakened leg. And the follow-up study of
Kessler's six-week program of behavior modification and physical and occupational
therapy shows that polio survivors who comply with treatment --pace activities, conserve
energy, take two 15-minute rest breaks a day, and use assistive devices (a brace, cane,
crutches, wheelchair or scooter)--have up to 22 percent less pain, weakness and fatigue
18 months after therapy ends. But survivors who quit therapy have 21 percent more
fatigue and 76 percent more weakness 18 months after leaving the program.
And there's the rub. It's only the refusal to listen to that sizzling sound that causes PPS to
continue or progress. That's why behavior modification and psychotherapy are required to
help survivors accept their second bout with polio, change their super-achieving lifestyles
and deal with the fear of looking disabled. "There will be no magic pill to cure PPS," says
Paul Peach. "But by making lifestyle changes and eliminating 'overuse abuse,'
progressive fatigue, weakness and pain can be substantially reduced or eliminated."
As Mr. Gray knows well, this whole PPS business stinks. But isn't it far better to
accommodate to PPS now than to be forced to give up your entire life because you are
too weak and fatigued to function? I know, you'll slow down and take care of yourself
"when you're ready." You'll use a wheelchair "when there's no other choice." Well, you
don't drive your car until it's out of gas. Why drive your body until it's out of neurons?
Isn't it time to listen to the sizzling sound? Isn't it time to take care of yourself? To
paraphrase one famous paraplegic polio survivor who refused to take care of himself,
"You have nothing to fear but fear itself."
Red Flags for Polio Survivors

[Mis]Diagnosis: Many polio survivors have been incorrectly told they cannot have PPS
because they didn't have paralytic polio. The National Institute of Health has just studied
pairs of identical twins, one who had paralytic polio and one who had non-paralytic polio.
Seventy-one percent of those who had paralytic polio have PPS. The surprise is that 42
percent of those who had non-paralytic polio also have PPS. The lesson: Don't let a
doctor tell you it's all in your head just because you didn't have paralytic polio.
Anesthesia: Polio survivors are anesthetized very easily because the part of the brain that
keeps you awake was damaged by the poliovirus. They also stay anesthetized longer and
can have significant complications from anesthesia. Even nerve blocks with local
anesthetics can cause problems.
All polio survivors should have lung function tests before having a general anesthetic.
"Polio survivors with a lung capacity below 70 percent may need a respirator or
respiratory therapy after surgery," says Augusta Alba of New York's Goldwater Memorial
Hospital. Your complete polio history and any new problems with breathing, coughing or
swallowing should be brought to the attention of your surgeon or dentist--and especially
your anesthesiologist--long before you go under the knife. Also, polio survivors should
not have same-day surgery.
Pain: Two studies have shown that polio survivors are twice as sensitive to pain as
everyone else and need more pain medication for a longer time after surgery or an injury.
However, survivors have had to develop an extremely high pain tolerance to deal with
their increased pain sensitivity and are not likely to become addicted to pain medications.
Sleep: The majority of polio survivors have trouble sleeping due to pain, anxiety or sleep
disorders, such as sleep apnea or generalized random myoclonus. GRM occurs when
muscles in different parts of the body twitch and jump throughout the night. Amazingly,
most polio survivors aren't aware that they stop breathing or twitch. If you awaken with a
headache, with your heart pounding, short of breath or don't feel rested in the morning,
call a local sleep disorders center for a sleep study.

TIRED OF BEING FATIGUED
By Millie Malone Lill

There has been a lot of discussion about fatigue on my favorite Facebook pages. As
polio survivors, most of us have Type A personalities, which makes resting difficult. If
we treat our fatigue by resting, we fear that people will see us as lazy. Have you ever
met a lazy Type A person? Neither have I. Nor a lazy polio survivor, for that matter.
Dr. Bruno said that when the polio virus hit, it shotgunned throughout our systems, and
one of the casualties of that war is the hypothalamus gland, if I remember correctly.
And that would be some kind of miracle, wouldn‟t it? But let‟s suppose I‟m right.
That gland, as I understand it, is the „brakes‟ in our brain. As an example, let‟s say there
is a five car pileup. One of the survivors of this wreck is a polio survivor. The rest are
able bodied, but there are bumps, contusions, fractures involved in all of the people
involved. Guess who will still show up for work and even apologize for being late?
Yep. A polio survivor will crawl to work on bloody stumps where a normal person
would call in sick. A pristine, undamaged hypothalamus gland would have put the
brakes on, sent the message to the brain that we are hurt and need to rest. We need that,
but we don‟t have that.
There is also the fact that so many of us just don‟t look disabled. In my case, I am
healthy as a horse, have a happy attitude and usually have a smile on my face. This
leads people to think that I am faking and using my chair because “everything is easier
from a chair.” This quote is obviously from someone who has never had to do
everything from a chair. One day, I wore a skirt, my brace blatantly on display.
Several people asked what happened to my leg. Yes, these were the same people who
thought I was faking. I told them that I‟ve worn the brace for years and years because
I‟d had polio as a child. Another time, I slipped down to get my mail in my slippers and
pajamas. There is always someone out in the hall on those occasions, isn‟t there?
Without my brace, my polio affected leg is noticeably smaller and my foot is obviously
deformed. Another person shocked. I‟m not faking, how about that.
I‟ve met so many polio survivors over the years, because this is my favorite demographic.
Most of them have been the „go to‟ people in their families. When disability hits, these
very active polio survivors have to explain their fatigue to people who are used to seeing
them as tireless workers. “But you‟ve always...(fill in your exhausting job of choice
here). Who can we get to do that now?” we hear. “It isn‟t that big a job. It‟s only
five or six hours, surely you can do that?”
Part of the problem is that the treatment for polio is the exact opposite of the treatment for
PPS. When we were in the rehabilitation stage of our recovery, we needed to work hard
to get those little motor neurons to sprout and enervate the orphaned muscles that were
left with no motor neurons to call their own. So we did. We exercised, we learned to
roller skate, we danced, we held down full time jobs, we married, we raised families.
But when PPS hit, and it does hit about 85% of us, we were so used to the go-go-go

lifestyle that slowing down was just alien to us.
Conserve to Preserve. Totally new idea. People will think we are lazy! I don‟t want
to look like a cripple! I don‟t want people to feel sorry for me! Since that damaged
hypothalamus is of no help in this situation, we have to consciously reset our thinking.
We must go from the mantra for able bodied people, Use it or Lose it, to the PPS mantra,
Overuse it and you WILL lose it.
When the polio virus hit our spinal column, it wiped out about 50% of our motor neurons,
60% in any limb that was paralyzed. So we are starting out with a deficit. Aging kills
off more neurons and most of ours have divided themselves in the rehab part of our
recovery, making them less sturdy than a normal neuron. Oh oh, it doesn‟t take much to
kill off those damaged neurons and then where are we? We have muscles that have, in
essence, been unplugged from our brains. It‟s like when the internet goes down...no
signal. Except that once the neuron is dead, that‟s it. No techie to call to fix it.
All of this is just to try to get my polio survivor friends to realize that we truly do need to
slow down. It‟s OK to say No. Really. I tried it once and the world kept on twirling
exactly the same as it had when I was doing every job set in front of me. Amazing,
huh?
If there is a job you feel you simply have to do, try breaking it down into small chunks.
Let‟s say the laundry has to be done because you have put it off till you have no clean
clothes at all. Very few of us are in the age group that would make nudity an option.
Break the job down. Sort the clothes. Rest. Put the clothes in the washer and while
they are washing, sit down and put your feet up. DO NOT use that time to do another
chore. Never mind efficiency, we are just trying to get the laundry done without
spending the next day in bed, out of our minds on pain meds. Put that load in the dryer.
Rest. Fold the clothes and put them back in the basket. Rest. I don‟t care what your
mother told you, the clothes can be worn unironed and they can be used right out of that
basket without making the transition to dresser drawer or closet. Tomorrow, if you want
to, you can put the clothes away.
It is OK to be a little bit lazy. We‟ve worked hard all our lives. Harder than able
bodied people because it takes three times the energy for us to the same job as an able
bodied person. So now we are entitled to take life three times as easy. Works for me.

Tips to Make Life Easier
Submitted by LaVonne Schoeneman
---1. Make filling a taco easy by putting a fork under it like this:

Put a cup
keep it cool:

of ice in a pitcher of beer to

3. Balance a pizza box on a bottle to keep the toppings from
getting all over the place:

4. If you and another person want to tackle a pint of ice
cream, split it the right way:

5. Use a straw to ensure even topping distribution:

. The right way to open a kiss:

7. How to microwave two bowls at the same time:

9. How to get the best bread for a sandwich:

10. The right way to empty soda into your fridge:

11. If you’re down to your last bit of something in a jar,
just throw some ice cream in there and go out with a bang:

12. How to eat a cupcake the right way:

13. What the lines on solo cup actually mean:

14. The right way to eat oreos:

15. How to make Oreo ice coffee:

16. Wrap a wet paper towel around a drink and throw it in
the freezer to cool it off quickly:

17. Cool off a drink the right way:

Via theberry.com

18. How to eat a strawberry like a professional:

19. How to cut bread the right way:

20. No bowl? No problem:

21. Freeze a water bottle on it’s side to ensure you have
cold water the next morning when you fill the rest of it
up:

22. How to open a stubborn pistachio:

23. The right way to drink out of a can:

24. How to separate the yolk from the rest of the egg:

25. How to cut food the right way:

26. How to ensure a proper sandwich to meat ratio

27. And, most importantly, how to make sure you always have
a taco on the go:

_
.

__,_._,___The Web Corner
Tandem wheelchair/stroller connector. You can connect two strollers, two wheelchair or
any combination thereof. I could have used this in the mall when my friend had a
rollator and I had a power chair. Hook them together and both could be run from my
chair.
http://www.travelwheelchair.net/random-tandem-connection-p-7-l-en.html
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, what they do about polio
http://www.gatesfoundation.org/What-We-Do/Global-Development/Polio
Watch out for tricky spammers regarding Affordable Health Act”
http://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2014/01/ftc-charges-email-spammer-tricki
ng-consumers-phony-information

Perceptions of quality of life from polio point of view:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=post+polio+massage
Brain structure may influence pain tolerance:
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/news/fullstory_144132.html
Dynamic brace beats Polio Boomerang:
http://www.oandp.com/articles/2010-02_02.asp
How nerve impulse generators get where they are supposed to go:
http://www.oandp.com/articles/2010-02_02.asp
Medicare change may cost patients:
http://www.timesfreepress.com/news/2013/oct/20/medicare-change-may-cost-patientsne
w-two/
Growing up unvaccinated:
http://www.mamamia.com.au/social/vaccination-growing-up-unvaccinated/
Black cherry juice as anti-inflammatory:
http://www.mamamia.com.au/social/vaccination-growing-up-unvaccinated/

Little Bit of Humor
Frozen Turkey
Sarah, new young bride calls her mother in tears. She sobs, 'Richard doesn't
appreciate what I do for him.'
'Now, now,' her mother comforted, 'I am sure it was all just a misunderstanding.'
'No, mother, you don't understand. I bought a frozen turkey roll and he yelled and
screamed at me about the price.'
'Well, the nerve of that lousy cheapskate,' says her mum. 'Those turkey rolls are
only a few dollars.'
'No, mother it wasn't the price of the turkey. It was the plane ticket.'
"Plane ticket...." What did you need an airplane ticket for?'
'Well mother, when I went to fix it, I looked at the directions on the package and it
said: "Prepare from a frozen state," so I flew to Alaska.'

